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Abstract
This paper demonstrates a technique for visualising multidimensional data sets holistically. The EVA algorithm
provides anautomatic mapping from semantically important features of the data to emotionally or perceptually
significant features of the corresponding visual structure (such as a face). In other words a single glance at the
visual structure informs the observer of the global state of the data, since the visual structure has an emotional
impact on the observer. The visualisation is designed to correspond to the impact that would have been generated
had the observer been able to access the relevant semantics of the underlying data.

Categories: Information Visualization, Multi-Variate Visualization

1. Introduction

The 4 pictures of faces shown in Figure 1 represent the fi-
nancial state of 4 different companies. In which one would
you invest? Without knowing any details of what the facial
expressions represent, it is very likely that you would have
chosen the company represented by the face to the bottom
right as your target of investment. In fact, more information
can be gleaned from the faces by knowing that the degree of
happiness represents profitability, the degree of fear repre-
sents lack of liquidity and so on.

The Empathic Visualisation Algorithm (EVA) is con-
cerned with multivariate data visualiation 4,5,19, except that
instead of using abstract diagrams to represent the data 23,12

a naturalistic visual structure is generated instead. By ‘natu-
ralistic’ we imply one that is so familiar that people do not
have to learn how to understand its meaning, and where this
meaning is conformant with relevant meaning in the under-
lying data. An excellent example of such a visual structure is
the apparent view of a human face. No one needs to be an ex-
pert in order to understand if a face is ‘sad’ or ‘happy’ - this
understanding follows from being human. Complex emo-
tional expressions (e.g., generally looking happy, but with
a tinge of anxiety) can be easily recognised by human ob-
servers, and lead to their questioning the underlying data for
the cause of such a visualisation. The EVA provides a global

Figure 1: Examples of Faces Produced by the Method

overview of what the data is ‘saying’ relative to the underly-
ing values or interests of the data consumer.

A basic problem lies in finding a mapping from the mul-
tivariate data set to the features of the visual structure that
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is designed to produce the appropriate emotional responses
in the human observer. If the mapping is arbitrary (as in the
case of Chernoff faces 7 for example) then this method has
no intrinsic value - we require that the emotional response of
an observer to the visual structure is an appropriate one cor-
responding to the goals that the observer has in understand-
ing the data and the actions that should flow from this. The
‘happy’ face should lead the observer to think that (e.g.) the
financial state of the companies that it represents is a good
one, the ‘sad’ face indicating that action to avert a problem
may be needed. We have devised an automatic mapping from
the data to the characteristics of the visual structure that pre-
serves this correspondence. This is done using Genetic Pro-
gramming techniques 1.

There are two main problems in such data visualisation:

� Choosing a suitable mapping from the data to the cho-
sen visual structure. The major difference is between ar-
bitrary, handcrafted visualisations (constructed manually
by a designer or end-user using appropriate tools) and au-
tomatic mapping (visualisations that are composed on the
fly by the underlying system according to a set of pre-
supplied layout rules and components). The problem of
taking into account the impact the visualisation has on the
emotional response of users in an automatically generated
visualisation is fundamental to this work.

� The choice of a suitable representation of the data -
whether abstract or more naturalistic. Use of naturalistic
visual structures, based on entities encountered in every-
day life that need no special knowledge for understanding
by an average human observer, is at the heart of this re-
search.

In this research we use an automatic mapping paradigm
on a naturalistic visual representation, which up to now we
have based on human facial expressions. This takes into ac-
count psychological research regarding characteristics of the
face (e.g. universality of facial expressions). Paul Ekman
spent more than 20 years studying faces, and derived a sys-
tem called the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) which
measures individual facial expressions 9. This is the basis
of the software system 21 that we have used to create faces
with different emotional expressions. We call this method
the ‘Empathic Visualisation Algorithm (EVA)’.

2. Related Work

Information Visualisation is the visual presentation of infor-
mation spaces and structures to facilitate their rapid assimi-
lation and understanding.

The techniques described in the literature describe sev-
eral different approaches to visualise multidimensional data
sets of quantitative variables. There are numerous techniques
that use an arbitrary mapping and abstract representations
8,12,16,10, some techniques that use arbitrary mapping and

naturalistic representations 7,24, a few systems that use au-
tomatic mapping and abstract representations 14,17 and the
proposed EVA scheme that uses automatic mapping com-
bined with naturalistic visual structures 3,13.

Techniques falling in the first category (arbitrary map-
ping, abstract representation) present a number of problems.
As the dimensionality increases, the complexity of those sys-
tems increases as well, overloading the display with exces-
sive information. Such techniques require user-learning time
to understand and be able to manipulate such interactive dis-
plays effectively. It becomes non-trivial to visualise relation-
ships of variables beyond quadratic and in particular to get a
holistic view of the data set.

The main example of the second category (arbitrary map-
ping, naturalistic representations) is that of Chernoff faces 7.
Hernan Chernoff was the first to realise the potential of us-
ing a human face as a representation for data. His idea capi-
talises on two important principles. Firstly, is our familiarity
with human faces, and our ability to rapidly process even the
smallest nuances and changes in a human face.Secondly, the
fact that a human face evokes an emotional response in us
and can therefore affect the way in which we behave. Since
humans are optimised in some sense, for face recognition, it
was hoped that using faces would aid in the grouping of the
data and also to illustrate ‘trends’ in multi-dimensional data.
The method involves assigning to each column of the data a
facial feature such as width of the eye, position of the mouth,
and for each row of the data constructing the face associated
with the assignment. It is believed to be able to represent a
total of 20 different dimensions.

Many researchers have built upon Chernoff’s initial idea
11,15,18,20,22. However, there are a number of limitations
when using Chernoff faces. The most important of all is that
the variables in the representation are treated equally, but
their emotional impact depends on which part of the face
they affect. Variables assigned to an area near the mouth or
eyes have higher emotional significance compared to vari-
ables assigned to a different facial feature. Hence, this arbi-
trary mapping from data variables to facial features does not
take into account the impact on the emotions of the observer.
Moreover, it is necessary to spend some time training test
subjects as to which features apply to which variables. It can
be argued that the visualisation loses its effectiveness when
we have extreme values, since these will produce unrealistic
faces.

In the category of automatically generated visualisations
to abstract representations the visualisations are composed
on the fly by the underlying system according to a set of pre-
supplied layout rules and components. These pre-supplied
rules and components restrict both the problem domain and
the visual interface. Such techniques require user-learning
time while they widen the gap between expert and non-
expert users.

The problems with existing methods described above led
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to the original motivation to build a system using naturalis-
tic representations with an automatically generated visuali-
sation. The system, EVA, has been built and initial exper-
iments with the method 13 show the following advantages
over existing methods:

1. Interrelationships between the data variables are incorpo-
rated into one visual structure.

2. The visual structure gives an overview of the whole data
set.

3. The visual structure is simple and thus easy to under-
stand.

4. Both experts and non-experts are able to give a quick
overview of what is going on.

5. The complexity of the system does not increase with di-
mensionality of the data.

3. Method

3.1. Basic Approach

Throughout this paper we are considering the representation
of multivariate data in an n�k data matrix X, consisting of n
cases on k quantitative variables x1�x2� ����xk. Each row in the
data matrix typically represents an individual and there are
k observations made for each individual. The objective is to
construct a visualisation of the data matrix where the salient
features of the data can be intuitively recognised by an ob-
server, such that the representation gives an overall view of
the data set. Within this overall objective there are two fun-
damental goals:

1. Naturalistic visual representation. The visual structure
should be something encountered in everyday life, some-
thing that does not require special knowledge for inter-
pretation by a normal human observer.

2. Automatic mapping. The mapping should be such that
semantically important features in the data are mapped
to perceptually or emotionally important features of the
visual structure.

Examples of (1.) include faces, buildings, towns and oth-
ers. No human needs to be an expert to recognise the emo-
tional content of another human face - it is recognisably
‘happy’, ‘sad’, ‘angry’, ‘relaxed’, ‘fearful’, and various pos-
sibilities of these basic emotions, including neutrality. We
frequently use, throughout this research, an example of a
‘face’ because it is the epitome of a naturalistic visual struc-
ture in the sense we mean here.

Given a set of data, and given a visual structure, it is trivial
to construct a mapping from the data to a visual structure; for
example map variable xi to the ith facial feature. However,
such a mapping is arbitrary; it does not take into account the
impact of the face on the emotions of the observer. Now the
data is of interest to the observer for some reason: associat-
ing with the data there will be some ‘value system’ (metric)

reflecting the interest or importance or consequences of as-
pects of the data for the situation of the observer. A funda-
mental goal, reflected in (2.) is that the perceptually or emo-
tionally significant features of the visual structure directly
reflect the value system over the data. We call this visual ho-
momorphism. Hence the mapping from data to visual struc-
ture is not arbitrary, but constructed in such a way that this
visual homomorphism is realised.

What follows is a description of how such a mapping is
constructed in the situation where each row (i.e. individual)
in the data is to be represented by a different instance of the
same type of visual structure. That is to say, by using faces as
the visual structure, each row is mapped to a different face.

Let νs�X�� s� 1�2� ���� pbe p given functions over the data
representing specific utilities or values over the data matrix.
Suppose for example that the data matrix represents a set
of customers of a telephone company, and the variables are
quantities such as age, gender, marital status, income, num-
ber of years with the company, number of telephone calls
made per week, monthly phone bill, and so on. One utility
or value might be a function of the overall age distribution
of the population - such as the mean age, or the percentage
over 65, or the percentage under 20. Another value might be
the ’flatness’ of the data - for example the ratio of the vari-
ance of the first principle component to the total variation in
the data. Another value might be the correlation coefficient
between age and monthly bill, and so on, for many other
quantities that characterise the interests or value system of
the observer. That is, the user of the data must be able to
specify a set of utility functions, relationships over the data,
that are important - that essentially define the reasons why
the data is of interest at all.

Now consider a visual structure (Ω). We will use p im-
portance metrics, that are characteristics of Ω which are
measurable and significant to human perception or emotions,
es�Ω�� s� 1�2� ���� p. In the example of the face these might
be the degree of anger, happiness, anxiety, - or characteris-
tics such as age, beauty, gender and so on.

The fundamental goal, in terms of any X and any Ω , is
to produce a mapping µ�X���Ω such that the values over
the data matrix are reflected in characteristics of the visual
structure. In particular that es�Ω� is a monotonically increas-
ing function of νs�X� . If happiness reflects the utility func-
tion for a required relationship (financial stability) between
profitability, investment, turnover and season, and anger rep-
resents the utility function for the rate of staff leaving a com-
pany, then a face with combined characteristics of happiness
and anger will immediately present to the observer a situa-
tion where there may be high financial stability, but also too
high a rate of staff turnover. Of course many such combina-
tions can be considered in parallel, not simply two at a time.

A characteristicis a measurement of some aspect of Ω as
a whole (such as the emotions of a face) rather than some
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individual feature(such as the shape of the mouth). A char-
acteristic is a measure representing the totality of the face
such as the degree of ‘happiness’. The manifestation of a
characteristic (such as happiness) depends on many differ-
ent individual featuresof the face - specific configurations
of muscle tensions. Similarly, the appearance of beauty or
age or gender is derived from many different features - such
as size of the eyes, inter-ocular distance, shape of the mouth,
symmetry, and so on. In other words, featuresare the indi-
vidual components that make up a face - such as the spe-
cific configuration of muscle tensions for a specific face, or
the geometric and material properties of the actual features
(eyes, colour of the eye, mouth, nose, lips) that make up a
face. Therefore, we can rendera face knowing its features.
Once rendered the face will then have a set of measurable
characteristics.

For instance, suppose that there are r features of the visual
structure: φt�Ω�� t � 1�2� ���� r . Knowing these features of Ω
results in being able to render it. Once rendered, we can mea-
sure it to determine its characteristics es�Ω�� s� 1�2� ���� p.

Finally, we introduce feature functionsover the data ma-
trix: ft�X�� t � 1�2� ���� r . These functions completely deter-
mine the features of the visual structure, in fact

φt�Ω� � ft�X�� t � 1�2� ���� r (1)

In other words, the values of these functions are inter-
pretedas the values for the features of the visual structure.
Our goal is to select these functions f in order to attain an
accurate correspondence between the value system over the
data and the characteristics of the visual structure. Therefore,
attaining the visual homomorphism.

Let ν � �ν1�ν2� ����νp� and e� �e1�e2� ����ep�. Suppose
that, � ν� e� is a measure of the ‘distance’ between these
two vectors. Then the specific goal is to choose ft�X�� t �
1�2� ���� r such that � ν�e� is minimised.

3.2. Genetic Programming

EVA tackles the minimisation problem introduced above
(the selection of appropriate functions) using Genetic Pro-
gramming (GP) techniques.

Let Fi � � f1i � f2i � ���� fri� be a specific set of feature func-
tions which when applied to X (the data set) produce the vi-
sual structure features. We choose at random a large collec-
tion of such sets of functions Fi � i � 1�2����N. This collection
defines a populationof sets of feature functions and is ready
for ‘evolution’. The ith member of the population produces
a specific visual structure Ωi . This visual structure has char-
acteristics es�Ωi�� s� 1�2� ���� p. These characteristics can be
used to produce the distance measurement � ν�e�. The dis-
tance measurement can be used to compute a ‘fitness’ for the
ith member of the population. Hence, each member of the
population has an associated fitness, which can be expressed

as a probability. These probabilities determine survival into
the next generation and selection for mating - thus producing
a second generation. The process continues until (possible)
convergence. The most fit member (i.e. set of feature func-
tions) of all populations is chosen for the required mapping.
Figure 2, shows a diagrammatic review of the method.

3.3. Measuring Emotional Expressions

Values returned by the feature functions ft�X�� t � 1�2� ���� r
were assigned to be contractions of individual muscles in the
face 21. These values allow an individual face to be rendered.
The muscles are shown as red lines in bottom right face of
Figure 3, and areas affected by the muscles are shown in the
face next to it. The lighter the colour the more the muscles
affect that particular area.

An experimental set-up was created to quantify emotional
expressions on the face, for example, the scale of happiness-
sadness. This was achieved using a number of landmark
points on the face that are significantly influenced by mus-
cle contractions expressing the various emotions measured.
Two sets of data (randomly created facial expressions) were
created, the first consisting of 250 faces and the second 150
faces, and positions of each of the landmarks, for each face,
were recorded. Each face was subjectively assessed for emo-
tional state by at least 3 different people (from a pool of
about 30 people) for both data sets. The answers of the sub-
jects for the first data setonly were used to create sym-
bolic regression equations with response variable yi repre-
senting the individual emotional expression and explanatory
variables xi representing each of the landmarks on the face.
The second data setwas then used to verify the equations
formed, and high positive correlations (all above 0�7) were
found between the results from the equation produced and
the subjective evaluations.

We use these estimated regression equations 2 to measure
the emotional expressions for the method we describe here.
Note that this data analysis on generated faces only had to
be done once, and the results can be used in any number of
different visualisations.

4. Results

Figure 3, shows some sample results of the method applied
to financial data. The data set used to construct these faces,
includes Balance-Sheet and Profit & Loss accounts for 250
companies. Each row represents an individual company for
a specific year. In the data there are a number of highly cor-
related variables and it is very hard if not impossible to get
an overall view of the performance of the company.

The goal is to get an overall understanding on how well
these companies were performing on a number of utility
functions. For these we used 3 financial ratios that cover
important features of the data. These are the νs�X�� s �
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Figure 2: From Data to Visual Structure: An automatic mapping

1�2� ���� p functions where p � 3. The financial ratios were:
profitability and effectiveness in the management of the cap-
ital of the firm (Return on Capital Employed), ability of
organisation to cover its immediate liabilities (Current Lia-
bilities over Total Assets) and risk ness and long-term sol-
vency (Gearing Ratio).

The corresponding emotions on the face used are:

1. Happiness-Sadness scale representing Profitability. The
happier the face the more profitable the organisation.

2. Degree of Anger representing Liabilities. Angry faces
representing companies that are "technically insolvent".
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3. Degree of Fear representing Gearing. Risky organisations
are mapped to fearful faces.

When using the EVA method we can produce a visual
structure that represents the company as a whole, and there-
fore quickly form a view regarding overall performance of
the company.

When looking at the ‘face matrix’ in Figure 3 , it is easy
to spot happy faces (second face in the first row, first face in
last row, second face in the third row) that may mean a good
overall performance according to profitability. It is also easy
to spot sad, angry and fearful faces that can denote differing
types of poor performance. The mixing of these emotions
in one naturalistic visual structure, results in a very power-
ful visualisation that is easy to interpret. This could become
even more powerful, if we could actually interact with and
question the visual structure to get more information about
the data set - in other words perform backtracking from the
visualisation to the data. This is the subject of further re-
search and out of the scope of this paper.

5. Conclusions

We have introduced a new method for constructing an auto-
matic mapping from data to visual structure, which enforces
a homomorphism between important characteristics of the
data and the emotional or perceptual impact of the visual
structure. Salient global aspects of the data (the utility or
value functions) are mapped to emotionally or perceptually
significant aspects of a visual structure. The features that al-
low rendering of the visual structure are determined by a
genetic program that breeds generations of visual structures
such that in each successive generation there is a greater
match between the utility functions and the visual structure
features.

The type of visual structure produced by this method
are meant to be informative ‘at a glance’, and can also re-
veal important detailed information or unusual characteris-
tics present in the data (e.g., a happy face with a hint of anx-
iety). The method is not put forward as an alternative to other
types of visualisation, but rather it provides a ‘first-pass’ vi-
sualisation that may, in particular applications, raise interest-
ing features that then may be explored in detail through tradi-
tional visualisation techniques, or indeed statistical analysis.
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Figure 3: More faces produce by the method
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